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5.1 Density 

Controls 

Is Block 13 set back from property I ine on 11 linois Street due to an easement? What is the concept for this extra

wide sidewalk? What is the proposed sidewalk width and amenities for the northern side ofBlock 13 along 22nd 

Street? 

Please add to discussion of Class I bikeways that these kind of shared-use paths wil I include sign age and other 
Bike Lane 

I 
"f" . I indicators that a) users are entering a shared space, and b) yield to peds (these needs have come out of recent 

C ass1 1cat1ons 
conversations attempting to resolve accessibility concern es re shared spaces). 

Recommendation was made in Draft 1 comments to set back north facade of Block 13 to al low for Class 11 bike 

lane on 22nd Street eastbound. We agree that the provision of housing needs to be balanced with the design of 

Figure4.3.1 I complete streets. Rather than a full facade setback, please explore an inset on first and second stories that could 

al I ow for a bike lane. As noted above, pl ease describe si dew al k widths and designs along north and west sides of 

Block 13. 

I Figures 4.10.2 
and 4.10.3 

I Figure4.18.4 

I Figure4.19.4 

Figure4.23.1 

This design raises red flags; the path of travel between the top of the curb ramp and the back of the sidewalk is not 

wide enough. SFMTA does not recommend installing an access aisle in locations where there is less than 14 feet 

total sidewalk space. (SFMTA) 

Update this typical condition drawing to reflect ideal sidewalk width per MT A's guidance and check against 

proposed conditions sitewide to ensure that, where universal passenger loading zones are proposed, there is 

enough sidewalk width to accommodate them. (Planning) 

Let's discuss Block 10. If Station A is not retained, it either needs to be set back or there needs to be a carve-out 

from the first two floors to accommodate a wider sidewalk. 

Sidewalks should be 18 feet as they are on the rest of Maryland Street within the Project site. 

Craig Lane still feels essentially like an unfriendly "back alley." We urge you to design it as a place that takes 

advantage of the narrow street experience, particularly since it is directly adjacent to Louisiana and Delaware 

Streets--which are shared streets, a unique condition on the site--and the pedestrian walkway at the far east end 

that leads to the waterfront. This alley should be treated as a unique and special place that works for pedestrians 

and isn't just a loading facility. 

Standard 5.1. 2 ,Overall: simplify. 

36 SF open space requirements seems small- recommend 48. 

Enclosed solariums should not be considered private or common open space. 

Standard 5.1.3 

Planning 

SF MT A 

Planning 

SFMTA, Planning 
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Planning 

Planning 

Planning 

Planning 
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I 5.3 Bulk+ 
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Massing 

Figure 

Standard 

5.3.5B 

I Standard 5.3.6 

Comment 
Use of leaf icon does not seem to match other applications? We can offer to do a scan of the leaf icon use once we 

see the next round with the Sustainable Neighborhood appendix ... 

Is option B, where no massing change is required, desireable? Didn't we discuss having an alternative method of 

sculpting massing, but not the flat floorplate? 

Does this allow more than one upper building on the 180' blocks? 

G 
"d 

1
• 5371 Recommendchangingthisfrom"permitted"to"encouraged" 

u1 e 1ne .. 

Does this allow more than one upper building on the 180' blocks? 

_Is it possible to make the language in the two explanatory bullets clearer? And/or accompany this standard with 

a diagram similar to what is in the Block-by-Block appendix to more clearly describe what the standard is? Figure 

5.4 Building I d d I 5.5.2 does not do a very good job of describing this standard. 
Stan ar 5.4.2 

Setbacks 

5.9 

_Also we need a consistent definition for what you're defining as a "corner." Here it is 60'; elsewhere it is defined 

as 30' or 50'. 

Sustainable I I There are affordability imp I ications for many of the standards and guidelines in the D4D; why is the option of al 1-
Buildings & Guideline 5.9.4 electric buildings getting cal led out specifically? If necessary, then should also acknowledge that any electricity 

Human 
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5.11 

Architectural 
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Guidelines 

General -

BLockP 

A.5 Block 5 

Controls 

A.5 Block 5 

Controls 

A.10.2 

Guideline 

5.11.3 

produced on-site could be leveraged to provide free power to residents. 

Not defined enough in controls or modulation-- need more specificity or options. 

Tables I Al I tables need a row at the top describing what each column represents 

Bui k Controls I "Note 1" exception: This would be okay for portions of the streetwal I that are proposed at 85' but not where the 

Axon streetwall is proposed at 45'. 

Standard A.5.1 I Setbacks should stil I be required if used as a garage. 

Photo Photo on right; substitute better image--not "iconic." 

Bui let 1: Clarify. Is it at least 50% of the entire structure and additionally at least 75% of eastern and western 

facades? Or average 50%? Overal I we think 50% is low. 

We would argue that the southern facade is more important to maintain the historic character of the building 

and its relationship to the Stack than the eastern facade. As such, 75% minimum should apply to southern facade 

instead of eastern facade. 

Why exempt from rooftop structure setback requirement? 
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Page I Section I Figure I Comment I Commentor 
As previously noted, in order to maintain exterior visibility of the steel gridded frame of Unit 3 and thus the 

historic character of the structure (particularly on the western and southern facades), Planning is open to: 

_Additional height on the control room and/or office structures 

_Demo I ition of the control room structure and construction of a new structure at similar or perhaps greater I Planning 

height 

We suggest a follow-up conversation to flesh these ideas out further. 

Define the frontage along Delaware where entrance is shown. 

:IIONS 
There needs to be greater intention around the design and activation of Craig Lane. While we acknowledge the 

utilitarian nature of the street for hand I ing the majority of loading activity for Blocks 1, 2, and 3, we still believe 

that it can contribute positively to the pub I ic realm in a unique way, even if the basic geometry of the street 

remains as currently proposed.Specifically, we ask that you consider what kinds of ground floor uses could help 

ensure this doesn't feel I ike an unfriendly back alley. Is there public/semi-public space (e.g. courtyards, secondary I Planning 

lobbies, meeting spaces, etc.) within the blocks that would spill out onto the sidewalk? Even if there was just one 

1 
2.2 Ground I space per block that punctuated the street with a node of activity it could help bring this street more hol isticly 

39 Figure2.2.1 into the public realm. 
Floor Uses 

Similarly to the comments related to Craig Lane above, there should be an intention for the ground floors of the 

blocks fronting Georgia Lane. Given that Geogia Lane will be a key entry point for many people entering the site 

by car and then walking to other destinations from the parking garage, its ground floor character is very 

important for deliberate consideration. The ideas described above related to Craig Lane could provide one I Planning 

possibly way to address this concern. Consider also designating the corner of Georgia Lane and Humboldt an 

active corner. Consider a standard making sure the frontage of Block 5 directly across from the western leg of 

Louisiana Paseo is activated. Open to discussing options here. 

216-217 1 
4.23 Craig Figures 4.23 .2 

Draw a section that shows the whole building massing. Add in secondary setback as per request for Section 5.4. I Planning 
Lane and 4.23.3 


